SUPRES

`SUPRES list of output results ;`

---

**Function:**

SUPRES suppresses the printing of output results globally. It is an alias for

```
REGOPT (NOPRINT) list of output results
```

NOSUPRES `list of output results` undoes any previous SUPRES that has been issued.

**Usage:**

The arguments to SUPRES can be any of the output names beginning with @ described in this manual. The printing of the output associated with these names will be suppressed throughout the TSP program unless a NOSUPRES or REGOPT command with these codes is issued. The output results are still stored in memory and may be accessed.

**Examples:**

To suppress all regression output, use the following command:

```
SUPRES REGOUT SMPL NOB COEF FST SBIC LOGL ;
```

This can also be done by using the SILENT option on an estimation (OLSQ, INST, etc.) command along with

```
SUPRES COEF LOGL ;
```

to suppress the remaining results.

If you wish to see a particular REGOUT result, such as the Durbin-Watson, follow the SUPRES command with a NOSUPRES command:

```
NOSUPRES DW ;
```

To suppress the printing of the sample every time it changes, use

```
SUPRES SMPL ;
```

To cancel all previous SUPRES commands, use SUPRES with no arguments:

```
SUPRES ;
```